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Hi. 
My name is Imagination McClure.

What soul sister has done is given away
her fantasies of love to become slave
to technology. It’s wierd because
it’s the very same tech she 

already had?already had?

What do you
think about?

Rape & Murder
War & Child Abuse.
Genocide & Dark times..
But I don’t know
where I get it from?



HYPNOTHYME! 

When you manifest and project your reality it happens with thought and emotion.


You think about something that generates an imagine inside your imagination and 
combined with an emotion you broadcast this creation into the electromagnetic 

field surrounding the world thus creating third dimensional reality.


Or is it turd dimensional reality? 

What get’s broadcast most of the time is not what you deliberately create.

Because most of you are not aware of the human experience and how it functions.


The majority of broadcasting happens from your subconscious programming.


So what’s in there you might ask??


What you entertain yourself with.


You entertain yourself mostly with garbage.


And thus we get a planet full of it.


- No I don’t I watch like reality shows and people arguing on Facebook and I think 
about shit that happened to me and people I don’t like and I watch like murder 

series on Netflix and I worry about the world and all the wars and injustice and…


Yeah.

What you entertain yourself with.


What you dream about. What you fantasies inside your mind with beautiful 
emotions creating wonderful images of love is creating that world.


If you do not dream and entertain wonderful beautiful scenarios inside your mind 
you perhaps aren’t deliberately fantasizing at all?


Maybe you’ve given away both the generated image + the emotion?


To a device perhaps`


A device that can generate an image for you. Done.

With music that creates emotion to go with it. Done.




And you. Mr & Ms Zombie give away the most powerful aspect of your entire 
human experience. Your imagination.


You know back in the old day when people got together before anyone could 
afford or even before the TV even existed. They sat in the living room, and the 

center of attention was… Now listen to this.


The conversation!!!!!!!!


WHAAAAATTT!!!!!!! ! ! ! ! ! A A A AKSAMNDKLSmldfmvdooit04506å4w+69y+e 

Yes.


People used to spend time and delight in each others company sharing wonderful 
conversations about dreams and experiences.


You know what happened then as a result!?!?!?!?!?!?!?!?!?!?!?


They exercised their imagination! Because their minds had to generate images to 
go with all the conversations and also from the story telling and emotional 

engagement they exercised that too! And became wonderfully dreamy inside!


Not just the ”Fika” was creamy! They wuz dreamy!


There is nothing wrong with a movie full of adventure and a happy ending!

That’s more or less like an advanced bonfire story.


But the teenage drama. Will only produce. Right.


I stopped watching the news and regular TV 10 years ago.

I get along just fine. Even better.


What I do in my spare time quite often if I’m not writing or creating music or 
whatever is that I lay down in my bed or on the couch. Put on some music and 

dream. I dream about all kinds of beautiful things.


Sometimes I accept an Oscar?

Sometimes I read for the kids at kindergarten?


Sometimes I pay friends loans off and surprise them with it!

Sometimes I help somebody find love!


Sometimes I get a kiss from a girl.




Sometimes I dream that we all got along.

It’s a wonderful dream.


It’s the only dream I often feel like I come to a nightmare waking up from.


The world can be such a beautiful place without fear.

With more love.


But we gotta stop investing time in fear.


We gotta smile and say hello.

We gotta connect and share life together.


TV is two people doing something,

But not together.


That is an illusion.

We don’t share watching TV.


Why are people so afraid of people?


Because of stereotypes and convictions that people are in a specific way from our 
consumption created by ourselves entertained by ourselves.


Do you think that it just so happened that people started having a drink and a 
smoke when they had a bit of a rough time?


No no no… Programming.


If somebody with a specific physical appearance is portrait a certain way we 
believe that other looking similar are just the same.


Why? Berries. Animals.


We need to remember those berries as poisonous and the animal as a predator.

That’s why we judge them that way from previous encounters.


The same goes for TV when stereotypes are entertained.

We get programmed and our rational mind has nothing to do with that evaluation.


Because the subconscious consumes 100% straight in.


So if we wanna create a world that is actually in line with what we desire?

We have to use our imaginative power to do so. Together.
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TV makes Homer something something…


Go Crazy?


